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ABSTRACT
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries use message queues
to guarantee correct message ordering between communicating
processes. Message queues are in the critical path of MPI communi-
cations and thus, the performance of message queue operations can
have significant impact on the performance of applications. Collec-
tive communications are widely used in MPI applications and they
can have considerable impact on generating long message queues.
In this paper, we propose a message matching mechanism that im-
proves the message queue search time by distinguishing messages
coming from point-to-point and collective communications and
allocating separate queues for them. Moreover, it dynamically pro-
files the impact of each collective call on message queues during the
application runtime and uses this information to adapt the message
queue data structure for each collective operation dynamically. The
proposed approach can successfully reduce the queue search time
while maintaining scalable memory consumption. The evaluation
results show that we can obtain up to 5.5x runtime speedup for
applications with long list traversals. Moreover, we can gain up to
15% and 45% queue search time improvement for applications with
short and medium list traversals, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the de facto standard for
communication in High Performance Computing (HPC). The pro-
cesses in MPI compute on their local data while extensively commu-
nicating with each other. In this regard, one of the most important
challenges in MPI implementations is the efficiency of inter-process
communications that can have considerable impact on the perfor-
mance of parallel applications.

There are different types of communication supported in MPI
standard such as point-to-point and collective communications. In
the point-to-point communication, the sender and receiver both
take part in the communication explicitly. In collective communica-
tion, which is extensively used by MPI applications, the messages
are exchanged among a group of processes. In point-to-point op-
erations and also collective operations that run on top of point-to-
point communications, the messages must be matched between the
sender and receiver.

Modern MPI implementations, such as MPICH [21], mvapich
[22] and Open MPI [23] separate traffic at coarse granularity, either
not at all, on a per MPI communicator level or by communicator and
source rank. These solutions can be improved by intelligently sepa-
rating traffic into logical fine-grained message streams dynamically
during program execution. On the other hand, collective operations
are implemented using different algorithms. Each of these algo-
rithms can have specific impact on the message queues. We take
advantage of this feature to propose a newmessage matching mech-
anism that, for the first time, considers the type of communication
to enhance the message matching performance.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel communication optimization that ac-
celerates MPI traffic by dynamically profiling the impact of
different types of communications on message matching per-
formance and using this information to allocate dedicated
message matching resources to collective communications.
Our approach determines the number of dedicated queues
dynamically during the application runtime.

• We demonstrate that our dynamic MPI communication opti-
mizations accelerate collective queue search time by 1.15x to

https://doi.org/10.1145/3229710.3229712
https://doi.org/10.1145/3229710.3229712
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Figure 1: Average number of elements in the queues from collective and point-to-point communications across all processes
in different applications (512 processes)

80x and show a 5.5x runtime speedup for a full application
over MVAPICH [22].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
some background information and discusses the motivation behind
the work. Section 3 discusses the proposed message matching ap-
proach. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. We
discuss the related works in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and points to the future directions.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In order to receive a message, a process must post a receive request
with a communicator, rank and tag. A communicator is an identifier
of a logical grouping of MPI processes, ranks are process addresses
in a communicator and tags are special matching data for each
message. All processes in a communicator must participate in a
collective operation.

Thewell-knownMPI implementationsmaintain a Posted Receive
Queue (PRQ) and UnexpectedMessage Queue (UMQ) at the receiver
side to cope with the unavoidable out-of-sync communications.
When a new message arrives, the PRQ is traversed to locate the
corresponding receive queue item. If no matching is found, a queue
element (QE) is enqueued in the UMQ. Similarly, when a receive
call is made, the UMQ is traversed to check if the requested message
has already (unexpectedly) arrived. If no matching is found, a new
QE is posted in the PRQ. As message queues are in the critical path
of communication, the overheads of traversing them can become
a bottleneck especially in applications that generate long queues.
Therefore, designing an efficient message matching mechanism is
very important to obtain high-performance communications.

Modern MPI libraries use different queue data structures for
message matching. For example, MPICH and MVAPICH uses the
linked list data structure that searches linearly for the key tuple
(communicator, rank, tag) in O(nq) in which nq is the number of
elements in the queue. This traversal cost makes linked list data
structure inefficient for long message queues. However, the advan-
tage of linked list data structure is that it has a minimal memory
consumption, and excellent short list performance.

The linear queue structure is improved in Open MPI [23] by
considering the fact that the communicator restricts the rank space
and the rank restricts the tag space. Accordingly, in Open MPI
data structure, there is an array of size n for each communicator
of size n. Each element of the array represents one rank and it has

a pointer to a linked list dedicated to messages corresponding to
that rank. The advantage of this data structure is that it is consid-
erably faster than the linked list data structure. That is because
the queues can be reached in O(1) after finding the communicator.
However, the disadvantage of this data structure is that it maintains
an array of size n for each communicator of size n which leads to
high memory consumption [11] especially for multi-threaded MPI
communications.

Newer approaches such as CH4 in MPICH [20] use more than
one list. Others [5, 12] also propose usingmultiple linked list queues.
However, the problem with these approaches is that they do not
determine the number of queues dynamically based on each process’
message queue behavior.

2.1 Motivation
Improving the message matching performance for collective com-
munication operations is only useful if they have considerable
contribution in posting elements to the message queues. In order
to understand if improving message matching performance for col-
lective communications is useful, we profile several applications
to understand their matching characteristics. In this experiment,
we count the number of elements that enter the queues from point-
to-point or any non-collective communication operation. We also
count the number of elements that enter the queues from collective
communications. For this, we provide a hint from MPI layer to the
device layer to indicate whether the incoming message is from a
point-to-point or collective communication. The same experimental
platform described in Section 4.1 is used for this test.

Figure 1 shows the application results for Radix [16], Nbody
[1, 27], MiniAMR [26] and FDS [19] with 512 processes. The de-
scriptions of these applications are explained in Section 4.1. As can
be seen in Figure 1(a), almost all the elements that enter the queues
in Radix are from collective communications. Figure 1(b) shows
that the majority of the elements that enter the queues in Nbody
are from point-to-point communications but that it still has a signif-
icant number of elements from collective communications (around
11k and 25k for UMQ and PRQ, respectively). As can be seen in
Figure 1(c) and 1(d), a large fraction of elements in MiniAMR and
FDS are from collective communications.

In general, Figure 1 shows that collective communications can
have considerable impact on the number of elements posted to
the message queues. On the other hand, the list searches of > 1k
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have significant impact on message latency [2]. This shows the
importance of improving the message matching performance for
collectives.

MPI libraries use different algorithms to implement collective
operations where each of these algorithms can have a specific im-
pact on the number of queue traversals. This, beside the importance
of collective communications in message matching motivate us to
propose a message queue design that can dynamically profile the
impact of the collective communications on the queues and uses
that information to adapt the message queue data structure for each
and every collective communication.

Note that themessage queuemechanisms that are used in current
well-known MPI implementations, such as MPICH, MVAPICH and
Open MPI, or are proposed in the literature [5, 12, 13, 18, 32] do
not consider the type of communication for message matching, and
therefore they keep the messages from all types of communication
in a single data structure.

3 NEWMPI MESSAGE QUEUE DESIGN
MPI libraries use different algorithms to design collective opera-
tions. For each collective operation, the choice of the algorithm
depends on parameters such as message size and communicator
size. Each algorithm that is used to design collective operation has
a specific impact on the behavior of message queue. We take ad-
vantage of this feature to design a message matching mechanism
that adapts itself to the impact of each algorithm of the collective
operations on message queues.

Figure 2 shows the proposed message queue mechanism for col-
lective communication operations. The first time that a collective
communication with specific parameters (message size and commu-
nicator size) is called, its queue elements enter the profiling queue
(pq). The Profiling queue is the initial queue for collective opera-
tions and is used to profile them before their dedicated queues are
assigned to them. The profiling information is used to determine
the number of queues that are deemed sufficient to have the mini-
mum queue search time for each collective operation. For example,
in Figure 2, q1 number of queues are allocated for MPI _Allreduce
in the first level. If the same collective is called with different pa-
rameters, we again profile its message queue behavior to calculate
the required number of queues (q2). If q2 was larger than q1, it
means that the queues that are currently allocated in level 1 are
not sufficient for the new collective operation. At this point, we
have two options to have q2 number of queues for this collective:
increase the number of queues in the first level from q1 to q2, or
define a set of q2 queues in a new level. The first option is not viable.
This is because a hashing approach based on the number of queues
is used at each level for message matching. Therefore, changing the
number of queues in the first level causes a hash mismatch. We go
with the second option and allocate a set of q2 number of queues for
the collective at level 2. This procedure is continued as long as the
collective operation is used with the new parameters or until we
are limited by the memory consumption cap. The same procedure
is used for other collective operations including both blocking and
non-blocking collectives such as MPI_Gather, MPI_Iallgather, etc.
Note that each collective operation uses specific tags for message
matching. Therefore allocating dedicated queues for each collective

Table 1: List of parameters used for queue allocation

p Collective operation parameters (the type of collective
operation, its message size and communicator size)

pq The profiling queue for collective operations
T The total number of dedicated queues for all collectives
lc The number of levels for collective operation c
nqc Number of queues for collective c in the last level
n Total number of processes
k Memory consumption cap parameter
qc Set of queues in the last level for collective c

operation automatically creates dedicated channels for individual
tags.

For each collective communication, we always insert the new
queue elements to the last level. For searching an element that is
originated from collective communication, we always start from
the profiling queue and then search the dedicated queues for the
collective operation from the first level to the last level in order.
This mechanism assures that message matching ordering semantics
are preserved. We explain the queue allocation and the search
mechanism in more details in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

Note that the main focus of our work is to improve the message
matching performance of collective communication operations.
Therefore, we use a single linked list queue for point-to-point com-
munication to have a fair evaluation of our proposed approach. As
will be discussed in Section 6, other message queue data structures
can be used for point-to-point communications to further improve
the message matching performance. Improving point-to-point mes-
sage matching might reduce the impact of collective optimization.
However, this impact depends on the distribution of collective and
point-to-point messages for each application. For example, in Radix
almost all elements in the queue are from collective communica-
tions (Figure 1(a)). Therefore, improving point-to-point message
matching for this application will not impact the benefit of the
proposed collective optimization. For Nbody (Figure 1(b)) and other
applications that have more point-to-point elements in the queue
this impact could be more significant.

3.1 The Queue Allocation Mechanism
Alg. 1 shows the detailed description of the queue allocation mech-
anism in the proposed design. Table 1 lists the parameters that
are used as inputs and outputs of the algorithm and provides their
definition.

In this algorithm, when a collective communication is executed,
we call the function is_profiled(p) (Line 1). This function determines
if the collective operation with specific message size and commu-
nicator size has already been profiled or not. If it has not been
profiled, we profile its message queue behavior and save the pro-
filing information in Pp (Line 2). We use the average number of
queue traversals as the profiling information since it is the critical
factor that determines the cost of message matching [5].

If the collective operation has already been profiled, we call the
function is_q_allocated(p) in Line 4. This function determines if
queues have already been allocated for the collective operation with
this specific message size and communicator size range. If queue
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Figure 2: Proposed message matching mechanism

is not allocated, we call the function calcul_num_queues (Pp ) in
Line 5. This function gets the profiling information gathered in the
previous call of the collective operation and returns the required
number of queues (nq).

In the best-case scenario, the average number of traversals to
find an element is one. For this to happen, the number of queues
should be equal to the average number of traversals. However, this
may come at the expense of large memory allocation if the number
of traversals is significant. Therefore, we limit the total number of
queues allocated for all collective operations.

For choosing the cap for the number of queues, we considered the
memory consumption in MPICH and Open MPI. MPICH provides
scalable memory consumption but it allocates only one queue for
message matching, resulting in poor search performance for long
list traversals. On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2, Open
MPI is faster than MPICH for long match lists but it has unscalable
memory consumption as it allocates n queues for each process. In
our design, we take an in-between approach and bound the number
of queues to k ×

√
n. k is an environment variable to evaluate

the impact of increasing the memory cap on message matching
performance.

If the number of queues nq plus the total number of queues that
are already allocated for collective operations (T ) was less than
k ×

√
n (Line 6), it means that we are still allowed to allocate the

new queues, and so we will check the second condition in Line 7.
The second condition compares nq with the number of queues

that are currently allocated for collective operation c in the last
level (nqc ). If nq was less than nqc , there is no need to define a new
level and allocate a new set of queues since nqc number of queues
is sufficient for this collective. However, if nq was greater than nqc ,

the new set of queues should be allocated in a new level (Line 8).
Finally, we update T , lc and nqc in Line 9 to 11.

3.2 The Search Mechanism
Alg. 2 shows the search mechanism in the proposed message queue
design. The inputs of this algorithm are as follows: the type of
communication (t ), whether it is point-to-point or collective. If the
communication was collective, the parameter c determines the type
of collective operation. The parameters (c and t ) are ported from
the MPI layer to the device layer.

Other inputs of the algorithm are the searching element (SE)
which is the tuple rank, tag and communicator as discussed in
Section 2, the queue dedicated to point-to-point communications
(Qp2p ), the profiling queue for collective operations (pq), the num-
ber of levels for collective operation c (lc ), and the number of queues
that are allocated for collective operation c at level l (nqcl ). The
output of the algorithm is the search result (QE). If the element is
not found, QE will be null.

At the time of searching, we first check the type of the commu-
nication in Line 1. If it is a point-to-point communication, the dedi-
cated queue for point-to-point communication (Qp2p ) is searched
(Line 2). Otherwise, if the message originated from a collective
operation, we search the profiling queue pq since it might have
some elements (Line 5). Then we search the queues allocated for
this collective operation from the first level to the last level in order
(Lines 6 to 10).

Each level consists of a specific number of queues (nqci ), and
the queue elements are enqueued using a hashing approach. For
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Algorithm 1: The Queue Allocation Mechanism
Input: The collective operation parameters (p), The queue

for profiling collective communications (pq), Total
number of the allocated queues for collective
operations (T ), Number of levels for collective
operation c (lc ), The number of queues that are
allocated for collective operation c in the last level
(nqc ), Total number of processes (n), The memory
consumption cap parameter (k)

Output: The set of queues generated in the last level of
collective operation c ( qc )

1 if is_profiled(p)==0 then
2 Pp= profile(pq);
3 else
4 if is_q_allocated(p)==0 then
5 nq=calcul_num_queues(Pp );
6 if nq +T < k ×

√
n then

7 if nq > nqc then
8 Generate queues qc [0 ... nq − 1];
9 T = T + nq;

10 lc + +;
11 nqc = nq;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end

searching each level, first we call the function extract_queue_ num-
ber (SE,nqci ) which takes the search element and nqci as input and
returns the queue number for the search element. For this, it simply
divides the rank number of the searching element by the number
of queues nqci and returns the remainder as the output.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup. We then
evaluate the impact of the proposed message matching mechanism
on the performance of some blocking and non-blocking collective
operations includingMPI_Gather,MPI_Allreduce andMPI_Iallgather
in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present and analyze the perfor-
mance gain of the proposed message matching approach on four
real applications that use such collectives.

4.1 Experimental Platform
The evaluation was conducted on the General Purpose Cluster
(GPC) at the SciNet HPC Consortium of Compute Canada. GPC
consists of 3780 nodes, for a total of 30240 cores. Each node has
two quad-core Intel Xeon E5540 operating at 2.53GHz, and a 16GB
memory. We have used the QDR InfiniBand network of the GPC
cluster. The MPI implementation is MVAPICH2-2.2. While our de-
sign is implemented in MVAPICH, it can be applied to other MPI
implementations such as MPICH and Open MPI.

The applications that we use for the experiments are Radix [16],
Nbody [1, 27], MiniAMR [26] and FDS [19]. Radix is an efficient
and practical algorithm for sorting numerical keys which is used in

Algorithm 2: The Queue Search Mechanism
Input: The communication type (t ), The collective

operation (c), The searching element (SE), The queue
for point-to-point communications (Qp2p ), The
queue for profiling collective communications (pq),
The number of levels for collective operation c (lc ),
The number of queues that are allocated for
collective operation c at level l (nqcl ), the set of
queues that are allocated for collective operation c at
level l (qcl )

Output: The result of the search (QE)
1 if t==point-to-point then
2 QE=Search Qp2p for SE;
3 Return QE;
4 else
5 Search pq;
6 for i = 1 to lc
7 do
8 q_num= extract_queue_number(SE,nqci );
9 QE=Search qci [q_num] for SE;

10 end
11 Return QE;
12 end

different areas such as computer graphics, database systems, and
sparse matrix multiplication. Nbody is a simulation of a dynamical
system of particles, usually under the influence of physical forces,
such as gravity. MiniAMR is a 3D stencil calculation with adap-
tive mesh refinement. We use MiniAMR’s default mesh refinement
options for the experiments. FDS or Fire Dynamic Simulator is a
large-eddy simulation code for low-speed flows, with an emphasis
on smoke and heat transport from fires. All the application results
are averaged across the entire application runtime.

Note that we have used these applications due to their different
message queue behavior and that they span short list traversals to
long list traversals. For example, in Radix, almost all the elements
in the queue are from collectives (Figure 1(a)). In MiniAMR, the
contributions of point-to-point and collective messages in the queue
are roughly equal (Figure 1(c)).

4.2 Micro-benchmark Results
We use the OSU Microbenchmarks [24] to present and analyze
the latency speedup of three collective operations: MPI_Gather,
MPI_Allreduce and MPI_Iallgather. Figure 3 shows the results for
k = 1. As mentioned in Section 3.1, k is an environment variable
that is used to set a memory consumption cap for the number of
queues.

Figure 3(a) shows that for MPI_Gather we can gain up to 1.5x ,
2.4x and 5.4x latency reduction for 1024, 2048 and 4096 processes,
respectively. In this collective operation, process 0 gathers data from
all the other processes which result in long message queues for this
process. Therefore, the proposed message matching mechanism
generates as many queues as it can to reduce the queue search time
for process 0. For example, the number of PRQs that are generated
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Figure 3: Latency improvement in MPI_Gather,
MPI_Allreduce and MPI_Iallgather, for k=1

for 1024, 2048 and 4096 processes is 32 (
√
1024), 45 (

√
2048) and 64

(
√
4096), respectively. In other words, process 0 reaches the memory

consumption cap for the number of queues for these message sizes.
Other processes generate only a few queues (around 1 or 2) as their
queue length is small.

Figure 3(b) and 3(c) show that we can gain up to 1.16x and 1.26x
latency reduction for MPI_Allreduce and MPI_Iallgather, respec-
tively. The queues in these collective operations are not as long as
MPI_Gather. Therefore, around 10 to 20 queues will be enough for
them to get this performance improvement.

One observation from Figure 3 is that the performance improve-
ment decreases by increasing the message size. The reason for this
is that as we increase the message size, the network’s data trans-
fer speed becomes the bottleneck rather than message matching
performance.

4.3 Application Results

4.3.1 Queue Search Time. This section presents the queue search
time speedup of collective communications in the proposed mes-
sage matching design compared to the linked list data structure for
Radix, Nbody, MiniAMR and FDS. Figure 4 shows the results for
different k values.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the average UMQ and PRQ search
time speedup across all processes for Radix, respectively. As can be
seen in these figures, we can gain up to 1.12x and 1.14x search time
speedup for UMQ and PRQ of Radix, respectively. Increasing k in
these figures does not impact the queue search time significantly.
That is because of the short list traversals of the queues (around
10 elements) for this application that make a small queue memory
footprint sufficient to get minor speedup. We observe almost the
same behavior for Nbody in Figure 4(c) and 4(d).

Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show the average queue search time speedup
for collective communications across all processes in MiniAMR.
In this application, we can gain up to 1.45x and 1.4x search time
speedup for UMQ and PRQ, respectively. As can be seen in this fig-
ure, by increasing k from 1 to 2 (or doubling the memory consump-
tion), we can improve the queue search time speedup. However,
increasing k further does not have considerable impact on queue
search time. For example, with 512 processes, increasing k from 1 to
2 improves the search time speedup around 40% for both UMQ and
PRQ. However, increasing it further does not improve the search
time speedup considerably. This shows that for 512 processes; a
number of queues less than 44 (2 ×

√
512) is enough to gain the

maximum search time speedup. We will discuss the number of gen-
erated queues for different number of processes in each application
with more details in Section 4.3.2.

Figures 4(g) and 4(h) present the UMQ and PRQ search time
speedup for collective communications in FDS. For this application,
we show the search time speedup for process 0 since this process
has the majority of communications. As can be seen in the figures,
we can gain around 80x queue search time speedup for collective
communications in this application.

Note that in FDS, each process sends a number of messages to
process 0 through MPI_Gather(v). This hotspot behavior places
significant stress on the MPI matching engine. Therefore, FDS re-
sults show the potential maximum performance that can be gained
by the proposed message matching mechanism. Moreover, they
provide this opportunity to indirectly compare the performance
gain of our approach with other message matching proposals that
use this application [12–14]. Finally, these results show that with
an MPI implementation that support long message queue traversals,
we can provide this opportunity to the programmer to design less
complicated code while maintaining high performance.

4.3.2 Number of DedicatedQueues. The only memory overhead
of the proposed design is the number of allocated queues. Therefore,
in this section, we present the number of dedicated queues for the
applications studied in this paper to discuss the memory scalability
of the proposed approach. Moreover, it will help us to reason about
the performance gain discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the average number of UMQs and
PRQs that are dedicated to collective communications across all
processes in the Radix application. This application uses the collec-
tive operations MPI_Iallgather, MPI_Allreduce, MPI_Reduce and
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(c) UMQ search time speedup in Nbody
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(e) UMQ search time speedup in MiniAMR
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Figure 4: Average UMQ and PRQ search time speedup for all collective communications in Radix, Nbody, MiniAMR and FDS

MPI_Reduce_scatter. Among these collectives, MPI_Iallgather has
the most contributions in generating long list traversals for this
application, and around 65% of the queues in Figure 5(a) and 5(b)
are for this collective operation.

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) present the average number of dedicated
queues across all processes for Nbody. This application has the
collective operations MPI_Allgather, MPI_Allreduce, MPI_Bcast
and MPI_Reduce. Among these collectives, MPI_Allgather has the
most contribution in generating long list traversals and thus, most of
the dedicated queues in Figure 5(c) and 5(d) belong to this collective.
Other collectives either do not generate long message queues or
they are called just a few times in the application.

One observation from figures 5(a) to 5(d) is that incrementing k
has a slight impact on increasing the average number of dedicated
queues. The reason for this is that Radix and Nbody do not have long
list traversals (as discussed in Section 4.3.1). Therefore, generating a
few queues (around 10 to 14) will be sufficient to get some speedup
for these applications (Figure 4(a) to 4(d)).

Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show the average number of generated
UMQs and PRQs across all processes for MiniAMR with different
number of processes. This application uses the collective opera-
tions MPI_Allreduce, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Allgather and MPI_Reduce.
For this application, MPI_Allreduce has the most contribution in
generating long list traversals. Therefore, most of the dedicated
queues in Figure 5(e) and 5(f) belong to this collective operation.

In Figures 5(g) and 5(h), we present the number of UMQs and
PRQs that are generated in the FDS application. Here again, we
show the results for rank 0 since this process has the majority
of communications (as discussed in Section 4.3.1). These figures
show that process 0 of FDS generates as many queues as it can. For
example, when k = 16 and the number of processes is 1024, 512
queues are generated which is the memory cap for the number of
queues (16 ×

√
1024 = 512).

Note that FDS uses the collective operations MPI_Gather, MPI_
Gatherv, MPI_Allgatherv, MPI_Allreduce and the majority of the
queues that are generated for process 0 belong to MPI_Gatherv.
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(a) Average number of UMQs in Radix
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(c) Average number of UMQs in Nbody
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(e) Average number of UMQs in MiniAMR
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(f) Average number of PRQs in MiniAMR
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(g) Number of UMQs for process 0 in FDS
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Figure 5: Number of dedicated UMQs and PRQs for all collective operations in the proposed message matching mechanism in
Radix, Nbody, MiniAMR and FDS

In general, Figure 5 shows that incrementing k increases the
average number of dedicated queues in most cases. This increase is
more dramatic for the applications that have longer list traversals
such as MiniAMR and FDS as they require more queues to improve
the message matching performance. Moreover, comparing this fig-
ure with Figure 4 we can observe that the number of queues that
are allocated in the proposed message matching design is in concert
with the queue search time speedup.

Another important observation from Figure 5 is that the number
of dedicated queues is limited to a few queues for applications with
short list traversals, and to the max k×

√
n for applications with long

list traversals. This shows the scalability of the proposed approach
in terms of memory consumption.

4.3.3 Application Execution Time. Figure 6 compares FDS run-
time in the proposed message queue design against the linked list
data structure for different number of processes and k values. The

results show that the proposed approach provides 5.5x runtime
speedup with 2048 processes for this application. This improvement
comes from two factors: 1) Separating the queues for point-to-point
and collective communications; and 2) Further message matching
improvement for collective operations. We intend to measure the
impact of each of the above-mentioned factors on runtime speedup
as a future work. The result compares favorably to the state of the
art approaches like pure hashing [12], while we also present the
results at a larger scale with a higher speedup.

The results in Figure 6 is in concert with the results in Figures
4(g) and 4(h) and also Figures 5(g) and 5(h). As we increase the
parameter k , more queues are generated (Figure 5(g) and 5(h)),
the UMQ and PRQ search time speedup improves (Figure 4(g) and
4(h)) and consequently, the FDS execution time speedup increases
(figure 6). Note that we do not show the results for Radix, Nbody and
MiniAMR since their queue search time speedup does not translate
to considerable improvement in their application execution time
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Figure 6: FDS runtime speedup over MVAPICH

(their runtime speedup is around 1). These applications are all
mini/proxy applications, so they are working on kernels or small
problems that do not spend a large portion of execution time in
collectives.

4.3.4 Runtime overhead of message queue allocation. The pro-
posed message matching mechanism imposes minimal runtime
overheads for calculating the required number of queues for each
collective and allocating the queues. Table 2 presents the ratio of
the average runtime overhead of the proposed design across all
processes over the average queue search time across all processes in
Radix, Nbody, MiniAMR and FDS for different number of processes
n and different k . As can be seen in the figures, for all applications
the overhead of the proposed design is negligible compared to their
queue search time.

5 RELATEDWORK
Several works have been proposed in literature to improve the
message matching performance by reducing the number of queue
traversals [5, 12, 13, 18, 32]. Zoumevo and Afsahi [32] proposed a
4-dimensional data structure that decomposes ranks to multiple
dimensions. This way, they could skip traversing a large portion
of the queue that the search is guaranteed to yield no result. This
data structure has a small fixed overhead for searching any queue
item which is only negligible for long list traversals.

Flajslik, et al. [12] propose a message matching mechanism that
takes advantage of hash functions to group processes into multiple
bins (or queues). Increasing the number of bins speeds up the search
operation with the cost of more memory consumption. The problem
with the bin-based approach is that it imposes some overhead for
short list traversals. Moreover, it does not determine the optimal
number of bins. M. Bayatpour et al. [5] propose a dynamic mes-
sage queue mechanism to address the overhead issue for short list
traversals in the bin-based approach. In this work, the application
always starts with the default linked list message queue mechanism.
If the number of traversals reaches a threshold, it switches to the
bin-based design. Unlike the bin-based approach [12], this work
benefits both short list and long list traversals. However, it still
does not determine the optimal number of bins dynamically. Our
work differs from these works in that it profiles the message queue
behavior of collective operations to determine the optimal number
of bins dynamically during the application runtime.

Table 2: Overhead/search time ratio

Applications
n

k 1 2 4 8 16

Radix
512 0.0332 0.0338 0.0336 0.0335 0.0341
1024 0.0294 0.0285 0.0289 0.0292 0.0302
2048 0.0249 0.0246 0.0246 0.0244 0.0243

Nbody
256 0.0019 0.0020 0.0021 0.0020 0.0019
512 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020
1024 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0013

MiniAMR
512 0.0181 0.0192 0.0191 0.0190 0.0191
1024 0.0142 0.0144 0.0143 0.0143 0.0142
2048 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0013

FDS
512 0.0012 0.0013 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014
1024 0.0009 0.0011 0.0011 0.0012 0.0012
2048 0.0008 0.0009 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

Ghazimirsaeed and Afsahi [13] propose a static message match-
ing mechanism based on K-means clustering algorithm. This work
groups the processes into some clusters based on their message
queue behavior and allocates a dedicated queue for each group. The
problem with this approach is that it is static. Moreover, it is not
scalable in terms of memory consumption.

Ghazimirsaeed, et al. [14] take advantage of sparse communica-
tion pattern in parallel applications to propose a message matching
design that adapts based on the communication frequency between
peer processes. Accordingly, they categorize processes into a set of
partners and non-partners. Partner processes have higher frequency
of communication and a dedicated message queue is allocated to
each of them. On the other hand, the non-partner processes share
a single queue. This way, they could reduce the queue search time
for high communicating peers while providing scalable memory
consumption. A hash table is used to distinguish partner processes
from non-partner processes at search time. The authors provide
both static and dynamic versions of their design.

Many prior works explore hardware support for message match-
ing [2, 3, 10, 18, 29]. Klenk, et al. [18] use GPU features to improve
the message matching performance. Underwood, et al. [29], in-
vestigate hardware designs to efficiently perform MPI message
matching. Barret, et al. [2] evaluate many-core matching rates. New
approaches such as CH4 in MPICH address the scalability issues in
MPI and provide hardware supported message matching [15, 20].
Portals networking API [4] and Bull’s BXI interconnect [10] in-
vestigate hardware designs to perform efficient message matching.
The problem with hardware approaches is that they require special
hardware that are not widely available. Moreover, only a certain
number of messages can be handled in hardware, typically between
1K-5K elements for modern ternary content addressable memories
(TCAMs).

Earlier works examine the impact of the message queues on the
performance of different MPI applications [6–8, 17] or they evaluate
MPI message matching performance [25, 28, 30].

Our approach differs from these works in that it considers the
type of communication to improve message matching performance.
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Moreover, unlike most of the message matching approaches it de-
termines the number of queues dynamically during the application
runtime.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a new message matching mechanism that
considers the type of communication to improve the queue search
time performance. For this, we separate the messages entering the
queues based on their type of communication (point-to-point or
collective). Moreover, we further improve the message matching
performance of collective operations by dynamically profiling their
impact message queue traversals and adapting the message queue
data structure based on the profiling information. The proposed
approach can improve the message matching performance while
maintaining a scalable number of queues (memory consumption).
Our experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approach al-
locates 700 queues for 2048 processes to gain 5.5x runtime speedup
for applications with long list traversals. For applications with
medium list traversals such as MiniAMR, it allocates the maximum
of 74 queues for 2048 processes to reduce the queue search time of
collective communications by 40%.

For future work, we would like to combine our work with the
partner/non-partner message queue data structure [14]. In other
words, we intent to extend thework to take advantage of partner/non-
partner message queue design for point-to-point communications
and use the proposed approach for messages coming from collec-
tive communications. Furthermore, given the movement towards
multi-threaded MPI communication [9] and matching challenges
when using multiple threads [31], we intend to extend this work to
support multi-threaded communications. Note that our approach is
more targeted for multiple threads as compared to rank-based mes-
sage queue designs such as Open MPI queue data structure. That is
because the rank space memory requirements in these approaches
becomes more of an issue with multi-threaded communications but
our approach uses other matching criteria such as tag beside rank
for queue allocation.
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